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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



Motivation

How to control VM: Segmentation fault handler

Override “segmentation fault: core dumped” message

A rather coarse hook, which doesn’t even have to be efficient

Yet many applications can benefit from VM support

General idea: detect reads/writes

No changes to compiler to include checks

No runtime overhead for explicit checks in code



Virtual Memory Primitives

Trap: Handle page faults in user mode

Prot1: Decrease accessibility of one page

ProtN: Decrease accessibility of N pages

More efficient than calling Prot1 N times

Unprot: Increase accessibility of page

Dirty: Return list of pages written to since last call

Can be emulated with ProtN, Trap, and Unprot

Map2: Map physical page to different virtual pages

At different access levels, in the same address space



Application of Primitives

All applications besides heap overflow detection
use a combination of several primitives

Many applications can benefit from control
over page size

Methods TRAP PROT1 PROT~ ~INPRO~ MAPS DIRTY PA GESIZE

Concurrentfl (3C d d d d d

S\’M J d d d d

Concurrent checkpoint ~ d d
+
+ d

(generational ~C d d d
+

d

Persistent store d y d ; +

Extending addressability J
*

d d

Data-compression paging ~
* *

d 4

Heap overflow d t

Table 2: Usages of virtual memory system services

* Ezten ding addressibiliiy and data-compression paging usePROTl only to remove inactive pages: the

hatching technique described in section 5 could be used instead.

~ virtual memory-based lieap-overflou) detection can be used even without, explicit memory-protection

primitives, as long as there is a. usable boundary between accessible and inaccessible memory (e.g.

the “brea~ in vanilla Unix).

$ Dirty-page bookkeeping can be simulated by using PROTN, TRAP, and UN PROT.

modifies registers (by forwarding them to point, at the

new locations of heap records), then resumes execu-

tion. The register containing the pointer to the next-

allocatable word is adjusted to point to the beginning

of the allocation space. The previously-faulting instruc-

tion is re-executed, but this time it won’t, fault because

it’s storing to a different location.

The behaviour is unacceptable on a highly-pipelined

machine (unless, as on the l’A~ 8800 [10], there is

hardware for “undoing” those subsequent, instructions

or addressing-mode side-effects that have already com-

pleted). In fact, even on the Motorola 68020 the use of

page faults to detect heap overflow is not reliable.

Thus, with the exception of heap overflow detection,

all of the algorithms wTe present pose no more problem

for the hardware than does ordinary disk paging, and

the invitation to Hell can be returned to sender: how-

ever, the operating system must make sure to provide

adequate support, for what, the hardware is capable of

semi-synchronous trap-handlers should resume faulting

operations correctly.

Other primitives

There are other virtual memory primitives that oper-

ating systems can provide. For a persistent store with

transactions, it might be useful to pin. a page[16] in core

so that it is not written back to the backing store until

the transaction is complete.

The Mach external-pager interface [1] provides at least

one facility which is lacking from the primitives we de-

scribe: the operating system can tell the client which

pages are least-recently-used and (therefore) about to

be paged out. The client might choose to destroy those

pages rather than have theln written to disk. This would

be particularly useful for data-compression paging, and
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extending addressibility. Also, in a system with garbage

collection, the client, might, know that a certain region

contains only garbage and can safely be destroyed [12].

In general, the external-pager interface avoids the

problem in general of the operating-system pager (which

writes not-recently-used pages to disk) needlessly dupli-

cat ing the work that the user-mode fault handler is also

doing.

6 Conclusions

Where virtual memory was once just a tool for inlple-

menting large address spaces and protecting one user

process from another, it. has evolved into a user-level

component of a hardware- and operating-system interf-

ace. We have surveyed several algorithms that rely

on virtual memory primitives; such primitives have not

been paid enough attention in the past. In design-

ing and analyzing the performance of new machines

and new operating systems, page-protection and fault-

handling efficiency must be considered as one of the pa-

rameters of the design space; page size is another inl-

portant parameter. Conversely, for many algorithms the

configuration of TLB hardware (e.g. on a nmltiproces-

sor) may not be particularly important.

Table 2 shows the usages and requirements of these al-

gorithms. Some algorithms protect pages one at a time

(PROT1 ), while others protect pages in large batches

(PROTN ). which is easier to implement efficiently, Some

algorithms require access to protected pages when run

concurrently (hJAP~). Some algorithm use memory

protection only to keep track of modified pages (DIRTY),

a service that could perhaps be provided more efficiently

as a primitive. Some algorithms might run more effi-

ciently using a smaller page size than is commonly used



Concurrent GC
Concurrent threads

Mutator(s) do actual work (including allocations)

One collector reclaims unused memory

Two memory halves: from-space, to-space

Collector copies used data from from-space to to-space

Pointers in from-space are forwarded to to-space

Algorithm invariants

Mutator sees only to-space pointers in registers

Objects in new area contain only to-space pointers

Objects in scanned area contain only to-space pointers

Objects in unscanned area may contain pointers to both



Concurrent GC (cont.)
First invariant requires checks on every access

Protect from-space: no access for unscanned data

Trap causes collector to fix invariant

Triggered by mutator accessing data

Algorithm requires Trap, ProtN, Unprot, Map2

Trap to detect fetches from unscanned data

ProtN to flip protection on spaces

Unprot to release scanned pages

Map2 to access unscanned data through collector

Small page size to reduce collector latency 



Shared Virtual Memory

Same virtual address
space for several CPUs

Local memory as cache

Read-only pages may
be shared

But, writable pages may only be present on one node

Use Trap, Prot1, and Unprot

Small page size — why?

scaunecl concurrently. the fewer page-access traps talieu

by the nnrtator. Because the nlutator doesn”t do anj--

thing extra to s~mchronize w-itll the collector, compilers

neecln ‘t he reworked. MultJiple processors and muta.t or

t breads are acconmlodatecl with alnlost no extra effort.

This algorithnl requires TRAP. PROT~, CTNPROT, and

MAP?. Traps are required to detect fetches fronl the

unscanned area; protection of nlultiple pages is required

to lllarli the entire to-space inaccessible when the flip is

done: C’NPROT is required as each page is scanned. In

acldition, since the tinle for the user-n: ode handler to

process the page is proportional to page size. it may be

appropriate to use a snla.11 PA GESIZE to r’educe ]a.tency.

We need ltlultlil~le-lllapl>illg of the same page so that

the garbage collector can scan a page while it is still

inaccwsible to the nnttators. ~lt ernat ives t o multiple-

n~apping are discussed in section 5,

Snared virtual memory

The access protect ion paging mechanism has been used

to inlplenlent shared ]irtual nlenlory on a network of

conlputers. on a nmlticonlpu ter wit bout shared nlem~o-

ries [!1]. and on a n]ultiprocessor based on interconnec-

tion networks [14]. The essential idea of shared virtual

nlenlory is to use the paging nlecllauisnl to control and

nlaintain single-writer and nlultiple-reader coherence at

the page IPlel.

Figure 1 shows the systenl architecture of an ~l~hl

syst enl. On a nmltli comput er, each node in the systenl

consists of a processor and its nlenlory. The nodes are

connected by a fast nlessage-passing network,

c1
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rnauager

t
+
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hlapping
manaser

I f$llarecl virtual nlenlorj I
Figure 1: Shared \irtual Inelnorj

T1-Ie S1’M system presents all processors with a large

coherent shared n~enlorj address space. .4nJ. processor

can access an] nlenlorj location at anj. tinle. The shared

lnenlorj’ address space can he as large as the nlemory

address space provided hy the NIMI-” of the processor,

‘Ike address space is coherent at all times. that is. the

va~ue returned by a read operation is always the same

as t,lle I.alue written bj the nlost recent, write operation

to the same address.

The SJ:M adclress space is partitioned into pages.

Pages that are nlarlied ‘.read-onl~” can have copies re-

siding in the physical nlenlories of nlan! processors at

the sanle tinle. But a page curreutlj being written can

reside in onlj. one processor’s physical nwnlorj. If a pro-

cessor wants to write a page that is currentlj’ residing

on other processors. it nmst get an up-to-date copy of

the page and t,hen tell the other processors to in~alidate

their copies. TIIe nlenlory mapping nlanager views its

local nlenlorj as a hig cache of the SI’NI aclclress space

for its associated processors, Lilie the traditional \ir-

tual nlenlorj [15], the shared nlenlor~ itself exists only

rtrtllally. 14 nlenlory reference nla~” cause a page fault

when tile page containing the nlenlory location is not in

a processor’s current physical nlenlor!. ~\ ’13en this hap-

pens, the nlenlorj nlapping nlanager retrieves the page

from either diSli or the nlenlorj of another processor.

This algoritlm uses TRAP. PROT1. and C?NPR,OT: the

trap-h an cller needs access to nlenlorj” that is still prm-

tectecl from the client threads (MAP?). and a snlall PA-

GESIZE nlaj’ be appropriate.

Concurrent clleckpointing

The access protection page fault nlechanisnl has been

used successful! in lllaliillg checlipointing concurrent

and real-tinle ~22]. This algorithm for share d-nlen]ory

nulltiprocessors runs concurrently with the target pro-

gram, interrupts tile target program for snlall. fixed

anlounts of t inle and is transparent to the cl) eclipoint,ed

progranl and its conlpiler, The a.lgorithnl achieves its

efficiency hj” wsing the paging nlechanism to allow the

most tillle-collslllllillg opera,tiolls of tile Checlipoint to

be o~-erlappecl with the running of the progranl being

checlipoiuted.

First, all threads in the program being checlipointecl

are stopped, Next. the writ able main nlenlor~ space for

the progranl is sa~ed (including the heap. glohals. and

the stacli~ for the individual thread s.) .41s0. enough

state in fornlation is saved for each thread so that it can

he restarted, Fiuallj. the threads are restarted.

Inst eacl of saving the writ ahl~ main mQnKJry q>aee

to disk all at once. the algorithm avoids this long wait

bj using tl)e access protection page fault nlechanisnl,

First. the accessihilit~- of entire address space is set to

““read onlj.’” .At this point, the threads of the clleck-

pointed prograul are restarted and a copying thread se-

quentially. scans the address space. copjing ~he pages to

a separate virtual address space as it goes. Mien the

cop~ing t,hrea.d finishes copying a page, it sets its access

rights to “reacl/write.”

If’hen the user t breads can nla.ke read nlenlor~ refer-

ences to the read-only pages. they run as fast as with

no checlipoiuting. If a thread of the program writes a
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Concurrent Checkpointing
Goal: save all memory contents to disk

Problem: stop and save takes too long

Solution

Entire address space marked as read-only

Copying thread scans address space

Restores write access after copying page

Gives precedence to write-faulting pages

Requires Trap, Prot1, ProtN, Unprot, Dirty

Prot1 and Dirty used for incremental checkpoints

Suggests medium page size — why?



Generational GC
Two motivating observations

Younger records die much sooner than older records

Younger records point to older records,
but older records don’t usually point to younger records

GC strategy: divide heap into several generations

Perform GC at the granularity of generations

More frequently for younger generations

Problem: detecting writes to older generations

5-10% overhead when using instructions

Solution: detect modified pages in older generations

Dirty or (Trap, ProtN, Unprot) with a small page size — why?



Persistent Stores
Basic idea: persistent object heap

Modifications can be committed or aborted

Object accesses are (almost) as fast as regular memory

Compare with traditional databases

Implementation strategy

Database is a memory mapped file

Pointer traversals run at memory speeds

Uncommitted writes are temporary up to commit

Requirements

Trap, Unprot, file mapping with copy-on-write

Copy-on-write can be simulated with ProtN, Unprot, Map2



More Applications
Extending addressability

Convert between different pointer resolutions

Pointed-to pages protected by virtual memory

Page table entry contains address of disk page

Data-compression paging

Store compressed version in memory instead of disk paging

Integration with GC avoids overhead

Stack & heap overflow detection

Mark page above stack/heap as no access

Least interesting of examples; well-known technique



Evaluation & Discussion



Virtual Memory Performance

Two categories

ProtN, Trap, Unprot

Prot1, Trap, Unprot

Wide variation

In performance,
even on same hw

In VM API
correctness

shmat on Ultrix

mprotect

TRAP TRAP

Macl~ine 0s *
PROT1

+
PROT~

ADD TRAP tTNPRoT UNPROT MAP~ PAGESIZE

sun 3/60 Sunos 4.0 0.12 760 1238 1016 yes ~lg~

Sun 3/60 Sunos 4.1 0.12 2080 1800 yes ~lcj~

Sun 3/60 Mach 2..5(xp) 0.12 3300 2540 yes 8192

Sun 3/60 Mach 2 .5(exc ) 0.12 3380 2880 yes ,3192

SparcStn 1 Sullos 4.O.3C 0.05 *gig *839 yes 4096

SparcStn 1 Sunos 4.1 0.05 ~230 1008 909 yes 4096

SparcStn 1 Mach 2.5(xp) 0.05 1550 1230 yes 4096

SparcStn 1 Mach 2.5(exc) 0.05 1770 1470 yes 4096

DEC 3100 ~llt,ri~ 4,1 0.062 210 393 344 no 4096

DE(2 3100 Mach 2.5 (xp) 0.062 937 766 no 4096

DEC 3100 Mach 2.5 (exe) 0.062 1203 1063 no 4096

pl~ax 3 (Tltr& ~.3 0.21 314 612 486 no 1024

i386 on iPSC/2 Nx/2 0.15 172 30’2
252

yes 4096

Table 1: Benchmark data.

Elapsed time in microseconds is given for each operation. For Mach we measured both the exception-port

mechanism ( ‘Lexc” ) and the external-pager interface ( “xp” ). Time for TRAP is the operating system

overhead, plus the user-mode part of trap-handler as provided in standard library. For the PROT1 and

PRO TN- benchmarks, the we show the time per page. MAP 2 is whether the system supports mapping the

same page at different addresses; see section 4. PAGE SIZE is as reported by the operating system.

*

t

The implementation of nlprotect (which changes memory protection) on SunOS 4.0 incorrectly fails

to flush the TLB.

estimated.

so a. 3- or 5-nlillisecond fault h a.ndling overhead would

be hardly noticed as a contributor to fault-handling la-

tency. But in the aJgorithnls surveyed in the paper,

the fault will be handled entirely within the CPU. For

example. we have implemented a garbage collector that

executes about 10 instructions per word of to-space. For

a pagesize of 4096 bytes ( 1024 words) on a 20 MIPS

machine, the computation time to handle a fault will be

approximately 10 * 0.05 * 1024 or about, 500 nlicrosec-

ends. If the operating system’s fault-handling and page-

protection overhead is 1200 microseconds (as is aver-

age ), then the operating system is clearly the bottle-

neck.

If the program exhibits good locality of reference,

then the garbage-collection faults will be few, and the

operating system overhead will matter less. But for real-

time programs, which must satisfy strict. constraints on

latency-, even an occasional ‘slow fault” will cause prob-

lems. For example, if the client, program must never be

interrupted for more than a millisecond, then a fault-

ha.ndier computation time of 500 microseconds doesn ‘t

leave room for an operating-system overhead of 1200

microseconds! (This issue gets more complicated when

we consider multiple consecutive faults; see [11] for an

analysis.)

In order to compare virtual memory primitives on dif-

ferent architectures, we have normalized the nleasure-

ments by processor speed. Figure 4 shows the number

Sun 3/60+ SunOS4.O

Sun 3/60+ SunOS4.l

Sun 3/60+ Mach2.5(xp)

Sun 3/60+ Mach2,5(exc)

SparcStnl+SunOS4 .O.3c

SparcStnl+SunOS4.1

SparcStnl+Mach2 .5(xp)

SparcStnl+Mach2 .5(exc)

DEC3100+Ultrix4.1

DEC3100+Mach2.5 (xp)

DEC3100+Mach2.5 (xp)

p17ax3+Ultrix4.1

i386+NX/2

I

1

!

m
Ill
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Figure 2: Imtructions per PROT + TRAP + UNPROT,

The black bars show the results when pages

are protected in large batches ( PROT~), and

the white bars are the additional time taken

when pages are protected one at a. time

(PRoT1).
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System Design Issues

TLB consistency on multiprocessors

Need to shoot down TLB entries when changing protection

Cannot allow temporary inconsistency

Need to batch shoot-downs for efficiency

Can also benefit regular disk paging

Optimal page size

Hard to reconcile VM applications with paging

One possible solutions: pages vs. multi-page blocks



More Issues

Access to protected pages

Service routine needs to access page while client cannot

Here’s a bunch of possible solutions… but…

For physically addressed caches: Map2 is a good solution

For virtually addressed caches: Potential of inconsistency

Though not a problem for concurrent GC

Mutator has no access to page

Therefore no cache lines present for mutator

After scanning page, collector flushes cache



The Trouble with Pipelining

Problem

There may be several outstanding page faults

Instructions after faulting one may have already stored
their results in registers

Instructions can be resumed but not restarted

Observation: most algorithms sufficiently asynchronous

Comparable to traditional disk-pager

Get fault, provide page, make page accessible, resume

Exception: heap overflow detection

Combine limit check for several allocations with unrolled loop



What Do You Think?


